Preclinical evidence suggests that opioid withdrawal induces central sensitization (CS) that is maintained by supraspinal contributions from the descending pain modulatory system (DPMS). Here, in healthy human subjects we use functional magnetic resonance imaging to study the supraspinal activity during the withdrawal period of the opioid remifentanil. We used a crossover design and thermal stimuli on uninjured skin to demonstrate opioid withdrawal-induced hyperalgesia (OIH) without a CS-inducing peripheral stimulus. Saline was used in the control arm to account for effects of time. OIH in this injury-free model was observed in a subset of the healthy subjects (responders). Only in these subjects did opioid infusion and withdrawal induce a rise in activity in the mesencephalic-pontine reticular formation (MPRF), an area of the DPMS that has been previously shown to be involved in states of CS in humans, which became significant during the withdrawal phase compared with nonresponders. Paradoxically, this opioid withdrawal-induced rise in MPRF activity shows a significant negative correlation with the behavioral OIH score indicating a predominant inhibitory role of the MPRF in the responders. These data illustrate that in susceptible individuals central mechanisms appear to regulate the expression of OIH in humans in the absence of tissue injury, which might have relevance for functional pain syndromes where a peripheral origin for the pain is difficult to identify.
Introduction
Increased pain perception to a noxious stimulus (hyperalgesia) is a key manifestation of central sensitization (CS) states most clearly characterized by increased excitability of neurons in the spinal dorsal horn. This excitability is regulated by peripheral nociceptive input from injured tissue (Ji et al., 2003) as well as by the dynamic shift between the descending inhibitory and facilitatory inputs from the brainstem (Heinricher et al., 2009 ). Functional pain syndromes (FPS), such as fibromyalgia and irritable bowel syndrome, are a group of chronic pain disorders characterized by increased pain sensitivity in the absence of demonstrable tissue injury. It has been proposed that despite lack of an initiating peripheral input, CS and abnormalities in the descending pain modulation are responsible for this heightened pain sensitivity (Julien et al., 2005; Tillisch and Mayer, 2005; Yunus, 2007; Berman et al., 2008) .
Data from animal studies support the role of descending pain facilitation from brainstem nuclei in the development and maintenance of CS. This is observed in models of chronic pain states (Gebhart, 2004) as well as in models of injury-free hyperalgesia, where hyperalgesia is induced by opioid withdrawal (Kaplan and Fields, 1991) .
Emerging evidence from human imaging studies indicate that the brainstem mesencephalic-pontine reticular formation (MPRF) activity is a neural correlate of states of CS induced by capsaicin Zambreanu et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2008) .
Therefore, we hypothesized that in humans, brainstem MPRF could be involved in CS induced by opioid withdrawal in an injury-free state. To date, there are no such "injury-free" human models of CS, rather behavioral hyperalgesia is induced by a peripheral conditioning stimulus such as topical or intradermal capsaicin, ultraviolet skin burns, and intradermal electrical stimulation (Klein et al., 2005) . Furthermore, these are surrogate models representing only some features of neuropathic pain and may not represent pain in FPS where there is pain in the absence of demonstrable peripheral injury.
By using opioid withdrawal-induced hyperalgesia (OIH) as an injury-free model in humans, we can gain insight into the mechanisms of FPS. Increasing such knowledge could lead to more effective treatment strategies for these patients. Furthermore, we do not know what constitutes the neural correlates underpinning OIH in humans, which is a clinical problem in its own right (Eisenach, 2000) ; especially where opioids are used liberally in the perioperative and acute pain management setting.
In the present study, we aim to induce hyperalgesia in a group of healthy humans during opioid withdrawal in the absence of a peripheral CS-inducing input, and to image the neural correlates using the noninvasive technique of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). This is a well established technique that has been used in studies that identified the MPRF as a neural correlate of capsaicin-induced CS in healthy humans (Lee et al., 2008) . Therefore, we hypothesized that this region of the descending pain modulatory system of the brainstem would be involved.
Materials and Methods

Subject recruitment and selection
After obtaining Oxfordshire Research Ethics Committee (06/Q1605/37) approval, 33 healthy human subjects (American Society of Anesthesiologists physical status I) were recruited. Of these 33 subjects, 15 were females. After obtaining written informed consent, subjects attended a preliminary session where they received an infusion of remifentanil to the same maximum dose and duration to that which they would receive in the scanner. Only those subjects tolerant to the drug and the study procedures were invited to participate in the rest of the study.
Study design
After the preliminary visit we used a crossover design with two further visits, separated by at least one week. Subjects received an infusion of remifentanil during one of the visits and a saline infusion during the other. The subjects were blinded to the treatment. The visits were balanced for order.
Experimental procedure
All subjects fasted for 6 h on each study visit. On arrival, an intravenous cannula was placed in the subject's left forearm. Once the subject was laid supine in the MRI scanner, the infusion was connected to the cannula. Continuous monitoring of pulse rate (PR), blood oxygen saturation (SpO2), respiratory rate (RR), and end-tidal carbon dioxide partial pressures (P ET CO 2 ) via nasal cannulae (Salter Labs) was commenced. Oxygen 1-2 l/min was delivered via the nasal cannulae throughout the experiment.
Drug infusion
A target-controlled infusion (TCI) pump delivered remifentanil intravenously. The TCI pump was preprogrammed with the threecompartment pharmacokinetic model of remifentanil that was published previously by Minto et al. (1997a,b) . It controls the infusion rate of remifentanil to achieve and maintain a desired remifentanil effect site concentration, based on the subject's gender, age, weight, and height. A steady-state effect site concentration of 2 ng ml Ϫ1 for 30 min was used. Total duration of the infusion was 40 min, which allowed 10 min to reach the steady effect site concentration.
Noxious stimulation
Thermal stimuli. An in-house developed thermal resistor with a fast rise time (30°rise in 0.8 s) was used to deliver noxious thermal stimuli via a thermode (Wise et al., 2002) attached to the medial-volar aspect of the proximal right forearm. The temperature of the thermode was adjusted adaptively to produce a pain intensity rating of 5 on a numerical rating scale (NRS) where 0 corresponds to "no pain" and 10 to "severe pain." The same temperature was used for all stimuli during that visit. These were delivered in blocks of 10 with an interstimulus interval of 55-68 s. Each stimulus lasted for 3 s. The subjects recorded the pain intensity of each stimulus (as experienced at the time of the noxious stimulus) ϳ15 s after the stimulus, using a visual analog scale (VAS) displayed on a computer screen where the anchors were "no pain" and "severe pain." There were four thermal stimulation blocks. These were delivered before the infusion (Th), during the infusion (Th2), 20 min after the infusion (Th3), and 45 min after the infusion (Th4). The experimental paradigm is outlined in Figure 1 .
Punctate stimuli. Punctate stimuli were delivered to an area of skin (6 ϫ 4 cm) on the anteromedial aspect of the right leg 10 cm above the medial malleolus. We used non-skin penetrating punctate probes with a flat tip (Ziegler et al., 1999) . This delivered a force of 512mN. There were three punctate stimulation blocks. Each block consisted of a total of 10 stimuli, each with a duration of ϳ2 s. After each stimulus, subjects rated the perception (as perceived at the time the stimulus was delivered) using a VAS scale displayed on a computer screen. First they rated the intensity of the sensation felt (15 s after the stimulus) where the anchors were "not intense" and "extremely intense." Then they rated the intensity of the pain perceived (24 s after the stimulus) where the anchors were "no pain" and "severe pain."
To minimize sensitization of skin, application of successive stimuli were varied within the predetermined 6 ϫ 4 cm skin area. The same researcher delivered punctate stimuli manually.
Punctate stimulation blocks were delivered before the infusion (P1), during the infusion (P2), and ϳ30 min after the infusion (P3). The experimental paradigm is given in Figure 1 .
Mood scale
The 16-item Bond-Lader VAS (Bond et al., 1974) was used to track the mood changes during each visit. These items recorded the following aspects of the mood: tranquility, sociability, mental sedation, and physical sedation. Mood was recorded at baseline (M1) before commencing the infusion. Mood was also recorded during the infusion period on reaching steady state (M2a) and just before the end of the infusion (M2b). During the withdrawal period, mood was recorded ϳ20 min (M3a) and 55 min (M3b) after stopping the infusion. The average of M2a and M2b were assumed to depict the mood during the infusion. The average of M3a and M3b were assumed to depict the mood during the withdrawal period.
fMRI data acquisition MRI data were acquired using a 3T Varian-Siemens whole-body magnetic resonance scanner. A head-only gradient coil was used with a birdcage radiofrequency coil for pulse transmission and signal reception. A whole-brain (including the midbrain, pons, rostral most medulla, and cerebellum) gradient-echo, echo-planar-imaging (EPI) sequence was used for functional scans (echo time, 30 ms; 42 contiguous 3.5 mm-thick slices; field of view, 224 ϫ 224 mm; matrix 64 ϫ 64) with a repetition time of 3 s and 210 volumes in each thermal and 192 volumes in each punctate functional scan collection. The first four volumes were discarded to permit equilibration of the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal. Fieldmaps were obtained using symmetric-asymmetric spin-echo sequence after the baseline functional scans (30 ms echo time, 0.5494 ms dwell time, field of view and matrix identical to EPI). A T1-weighted structural (1 mm 3 voxel) image was acquired for the registration of statistical activation maps. Figure 1 . Experimental paradigm. After identifying the threshold, thermal stimulation was performed before (Th1), during (Th2), and after infusion (Th3 and Th4). Punctate stimulation (P) was performed after every thermal stimulation block and is indicated in green. Functional scans were performed during thermal and punctate noxious stimulation blocks. Mood was assessed before commencing the infusion (M1), twice during the infusion (M2a and M2b), and twice during the postinfusion period (M3a and M3b). M3b was performed after Th4 before removing the subject from the scanner. The gray underlay shows the modeled effect site concentration of remifentanil. The duration of the infusion was 40 min.
Data analysis
Detection of subjects who develop hyperalgesia. We used within-subject data to identify the subjects who developed significant hyperalgesia in the postinfusion period. Emerging evidence suggest that not all subjects develop hyperalgesia during opioid withdrawal (Jensen et al., 2009 ). Therefore, in our study, evidence of OIH to thermal and punctate stimuli was assumed if there was a significant increase in intensity scores in at least one of the postinfusion stimulation blocks of the remifentanil visit when compared with the corresponding stimulation blocks in the saline visit ( p Ͻ 0.05; two-tailed paired t test). Only subjects who had a positive and statistically significant score based on the formula (X postinfusion (opioid) Ϫ X preinfusion (opioid) ) Ͼ (X postinfusion (saline) Ϫ X preinfusion (saline) ), where ( X) is the pain score, were considered to have developed hyperalgesia.
Based on this method we divided the whole group into two, those who developed hyperalgesia (responders) and those who did not (nonresponders).
Detection of differences in baseline data. After identifying the responders and nonresponders, we tested for differences in the following baseline data between the two visits within the subgroups as well as between the subgroups within each visit: temperatures used, noxious stimulus intensity, the four aspects of the mood scale, and the four cardio respiratory variables.
D'Agostino and Pearson omnibus normality test was used to examine the distribution of the data. For normally distributed data, paired twotailed t test was performed for within-group comparisons. Two-tailed unpaired t test was used for between-group comparisons. One-sample two-tailed t tests were performed to evaluate whether the distribution of the opioid infusion and withdrawal effects were significantly different from a mean of zero. For data that were non-normally distributed we used the Wilcoxon signed rank test. The Mann-Witney test was used for between-group comparisons.
Detection of opioid-induced changes in psychophysical data. The effect of opioid infusion for a given set of psychophysical data (X) was defined by (X infusion (opioid) Ϫ X preinfusion (opioid) ) Ϫ (X infusion (saline) Ϫ X preinfusion (saline) ).
The effect of opioid withdrawal for a given set of psychophysical data ( X) was defined by (X postinfusion (opioid) Ϫ X preinfusion(opioid) ) Ϫ (X postinfusion (saline) Ϫ X preinfusion (saline) ). For the thermal data, the average of the two postinfusion period time points was taken.
Subtracting the preinfusion values from the postinfusion values accounts for the baseline differences between the visits. Subtracting the differences during the saline visit from those during the opioid visit accounts for the effect of time.
Correlation analysis. Where there are significant opioid withdrawalinduced effects on noxious stimulus perception and mood, a bivariate correlation was used to evaluate the relationship between these effects. These correlations were performed separately for responders and nonresponders.
fMRI data. Imaging data were analyzed using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) Version 5.98, part of FSL (Oxford Centre for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain Software Library; www.fmrib. ox.ac.uk/fsl). The following preprocessing steps were applied: motion correction (Jenkinson et al., 2002) , field-map correction of EPI distortion (Jenkinson, 2003; Jenkinson, 2004) , removal of nonbrain voxels (Smith, 2002) , spatial smoothing using a Gaussian kernel of full-width at half-maximum 5 mm, grand-mean intensity normalization of the entire four-dimensional dataset by a single multiplicative factor, and highpass temporal filtering (Gaussian-weighted least-squares straight line fitting, with ϭ 100.0 s). Time-series statistical analysis was performed with local autocorrelation correction (Woolrich et al., 2001) .
First level analysis. Statistical analysis was performed for each of the functional scans for individual subjects using a general linear modeling approach (Friston et al., 1995) . The input stimulus functions related to noxious stimulation and the task of ratings were convolved with the gamma hemodynamic function (mean lag, 6 s; full-width at half-height, 6 s) to yield regressors for the general linear model that described the BOLD activity in the functional scans. The estimated motion parameters for each subject were included as covariates of no interest to reduce spurious activations due to head motion and scanner drift, thereby increasing statistical sensitivity. These analyses generated the parameter estimates (PE) for the regressors that described the BOLD activity evoked by noxious stimulation for each stimulation block. Registration of functional images to each subject's high resolution T 1 scan, and then to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard brain was performed using FLIRT (Linear Image Registration Tool, Centre for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging) (Jenkinson et al., 2002; Jenkinson and Smith, 2001) .
Second level analysis. We first searched for differences in brain activity evoked by thermal stimulation in the baseline periods before administration of remifentanil and saline infusion. Statistical maps representing these differences were generated for the responder group and nonresponder group using paired tests that used FMRIB local analysis of mixed effects (FLAME I) (Woolrich et al., 2004) . A cluster-based correction (Z score Ͼ2.3, p Ͻ 0.05) was used for these maps to detect significant differences across the brain.
As for the psychophysical data, we used the same concept to determine the effects of opioid withdrawal on the neuronal activity (BOLD response). The effect of opioid withdrawal on neuronal activity ( X) in response to noxious stimulation was defined as (X postinfusion (opioid) Ϫ X preinfusion (opioid) ) Ϫ (X postinfusion (saline) Ϫ X preinfusion (saline) ). For neuronal response to thermal stimulation, the average statistical map of the two postinfusion period stimulation blocks (Th3 and Th4) was used. As the basis of central sensitization is neuronal plasticity rather than transient neuronal changes, we combined Th3 and Th4 when analyzing the imaging data (Woolf and Salter, 2000) . For individual subjects, we generated the appropriate statistical contrast maps (fixed effects) using the outputs from the first level analyses. The map generated at second level represented the effect of opioid withdrawal on BOLD response (as defined above) across all voxels in the brain for that individual subject.
Third level analysis. We performed FLAME I (Woolrich et al., 2004) to create the group mean maps of the effect of opioid withdrawal for the responders and nonresponders. The individual subjects statistical maps generated at second level were used for this analysis.
To test our hypothesis, which is based on existing evidence for the role of the brainstem in OIH (Vanderah et al., 2001 ) in animals and in states of CS in humans (Lee et al., 2008; Zambreanu et al., 2005) , we performed a region of interest analysis (ROI) of the brainstem. We used the functionally defined mask of the MPRF that showed increased activity in CS in the study by Lee et al. (2008) . We performed a small volume correction (threshold free cluster enhanced at p Ͻ 0.05) (Smith and Nichols, 2009 ) using nonparametric permutation testing (5000 permutations) (Nichols and Holmes, 2002) for this ROI analysis.
ROI analyses. To further examine the behavior of the voxels that showed an effect of opioid withdrawal in the responders, we extracted the BOLD signal responses (percentage signal changes) from the voxels in this region. We limited this search to an area which contained voxels that showed increased activity within a sphere of 5 mm radius around the voxel with peak activity. For each subject, the BOLD responses to noxious stimulation in these isolated voxels during remifentanil and saline infusions were calculated as a mean percentage signal change. As with the psychophysical data, we performed one-sample two-tailed t tests to evaluate whether the distribution of the opioid withdrawal-induced effects on the isolated voxels differed significantly from a normal distribution with a mean of zero. These were performed for both responders and nonresponders. Two-tailed unpaired t tests were performed to evaluate differences in the opioid withdrawal-induced effects on the isolated voxels between responders and nonresponders.
Correlation analyses. Pearson r was used to evaluate the correlations between the effects of opioid withdrawal on the activity of the isolated voxels and on pain and mood. The correlations were performed separately for responders and nonresponders.
Results
Psychophysical data
Detection of hyperalgesia in the opioid withdrawal period Thirty-three subjects were recruited and 25 subjects were scanned. Of the eight subjects not scanned, five were excluded due to opioid-induced nausea and vomiting during the preliminary session, one subject was intolerant to the intravenous can-nula, one subject was claustrophobic on being placed in the scanner, and one subject failed to attend both scanner sessions.
Of the 25 subjects scanned (mean age, 30 years; age range, 21-46 years; 11 females), data from two subjects (S13 and S24) were excluded from analysis. S13 was excluded because the average threshold temperature of 41°C was well below the nociceptive threshold and more than two SDs lower than the rest of the subjects. S24 was excluded because of delays in the postinfusionscanning period of the second visit due to equipment malfunction. This meant that the postinfusion-scanning blocks were not performed at the same time in the two visits.
From the remaining 23 subjects, 12 subjects demonstrated hyperalgesia to thermal stimuli (responders). Details are given in Table 1 . Only three of these subjects showed hyperalgesia to punctate stimuli. Therefore punctate data were not analyzed further.
Baseline psychophysical variables
There were no significant subgroup or visit influences on the following baseline variables: temperature and noxious stimulus perception, and mood or cardio respiratory variables. Group mean values and the ϮSD of these variables in responders and nonresponders are tabulated in Table 2 for the baseline saline and remifentanil visits.
Opioid-induced changes in psychophysical data
Changes in perception of thermal noxious stimuli. During the infusion period, in responders and nonresponders there is a significant opioid-induced reduction of thermal pain intensity ( p Ͻ 0.001) in responders and nonresponders (Fig. 2) . There is no significant difference in the magnitude of this opioid infusioninduced effect between responders and nonresponders.
During the postinfusion period, statistical tests regarding effects of opioid withdrawal on thermal pain intensity were not performed, as these effects were predetermined in the selection of responders and nonresponders.
Changes in the mood. During the infusion period, both responders and nonresponders are significantly more sedated, both mentally and physically, due to the opioid (mental sedation in responders p Ͻ 0.05 and in nonresponders p Ͻ 0.01; physical sedation in responders and nonresponders p Ͻ 0.05) (Fig. 2) . However, the magnitudes of these opioid-induced changes are not significantly different between the groups. There is no significant opioid-induced effect on tranquility and sociability in both groups during the infusion.
During the postinfusion period, opioid withdrawal-induced loss of tranquility is significant only in responders ( p Ͻ 0.01). Both groups are significantly less sociable due to the opioid withdrawal ( p Ͻ 0.05). However, the magnitudes of these opioid withdrawal-induced changes are not statistically different between the groups. In both groups there are no significant opioid withdrawal-induced changes in mental and physical sedation.
Changes in cardio respiratory data. During the infusion period, in both responders and nonresponders, the opioid infusion induced significantly lower respiratory rates ( p Ͻ 0.01 in both groups). The mean opioid-induced reduction (ϮSD) for responders is 4.5 (Ϯ3) breaths/min while that for nonresponders is 3 (Ϯ2) breaths /min. The opioid also induced higher end-tidal CO 2 levels (P ET CO 2 ) in responders and nonresponders ( p Ͻ 0.01 in both groups). The mean opioid-induced increase (ϮSD) for responders is 5.4 (Ϯ3.52) mmHg while that for nonresponders is 6.1 (Ϯ3.19) mmHg. Only nonresponders developed a statistically significant ( p Ͻ 0.05) but clinically insignificant reduction in percentage oxygen saturation (SpO 2 ) due to the opioid. The mean opioid-induced reduction (ϮSD) for responders is 0.2 (Ϯ1.44)% while that for nonresponders is 0.8 (Ϯ0.9)%. There are no significant opioid-induced changes in the pulse rate in both groups. The magnitudes of these opioid-induced changes in the cardiorespiratory indices are not significantly different between the groups.
During the postinfusion period, no significant opioid withdrawal-induced changes are present in the cardio respiratory variables in both groups. Individual data from the 23 subjects (SUB) are given in this table. These data consist of the mean intensity changes of the 10 trials from baseline to the postinfusion period. Each column header identifies the intensity change given in that column. Punctate sensation intensity change during saline visit is indicated as SpIN and that during the remifentanil visit as RpIN. Punctate pain intensity change during saline visit is indicated as SpP and that during the remifentanil visit as RpP. Thermal pain intensity change during saline visit is indicated as STh and that during the remifentanil visit as RTh. The asterisk indicates a statistically significant increase during the remifentanil visit when compared to the saline visit (*p Յ 0.05). Twelve out of the 23 subjects demonstrated thermal hyperalgesia in either Th3 or Th4 or both. Only three subjects showed a significant increase in response to punctate stimuli. a Thermal hyperalgesia. $ Missing data. The baseline psychophysical variables measured were the temperature of the stimulus, intensity of the noxious stimuli (thermal pain, punctate pain, and punctate stimulus), mood (tranquility, sociability, physical sedation, and mental sedation), and cardio-respiratory measures (end-tidal CO 2 , respiratory rate, hemoglobin saturation, and pulse rate). Group mean values and the ϮSD of these variables in responders and nonresponders at baseline in the saline visit and remifentanil visit are shown. Measurement units are shown within the parentheses in column 1. There are no significant subgroup or visit influences on any of these variables.
Correlation analysis of opioid withdrawal-induced thermal hyperalgesia and mood changes. In responders, significant opioid withdrawal-induced effects are observed in thermal pain perception, tranquility, and sociability. However, the opioid withdrawal-induced effect of thermal hyperalgesia does not correlate with the loss of tranquility and sociability during this period. No significant correlation is observed in nonresponders either.
fMRI data Baseline neuronal responses
There are no significant differences in the neuronal response to noxious thermal stimulation between the baseline periods of the remifentanil and saline visits, either in responders or nonresponders across all voxels in the brain (cluster-based correction with Z score Ͼ2.3, p Ͻ 0.05). This concurs with baseline psychophysical data, which show no differences between visits in either group.
Opioid-induced effects on neuronal response (BOLD activity) in MPRF region
In responders only, there is a significant rise in activity from baseline in response to thermal stimulation during the opioid withdrawal period (after accounting for the effects of time) in a cluster of voxels in the MPRF (Fig. 3) . This area of activity lies within the same area that we have previously demonstrated to be involved in the maintenance of central sensitization induced by capsaicin in humans (Lee et al., 2008) . This opioid withdrawalinduced relative change in activity in isolated MPRF voxels in responders is significantly higher compared with nonresponders (Fig. 4) . Furthermore, during opioid infusion in responders there is a trend toward an increased relative change of BOLD activity in isolated voxels of the MPRF, but in nonresponders a trend toward a decreased relative change is observed; these changes are not significantly different from each other.
Additionally, the responders show a significant rise in the neuronal response to thermal noxious stimulation in the MPRF from baseline to the postinfusion period during the remifentanil visit when compared with the nonresponders. However, there is no such difference in change in MPRF activity from the baseline to the postinfusion period during the saline visit in both responders and nonresponders (Fig. 5) .
Correlation analysis of the opioid withdrawal-induced effects
In responders, opioid withdrawal induced thermal hyperalgesia, a loss of tranquility and sociability and an increase in BOLD activity in an area of the MPRF. There is a significant negative correlation (r ϭ 0.61, p ϭ 0.03) between the opioid withdrawalinduced increase in pain perception and increase in BOLD activity in the MPRF region (Fig. 6 ). There is no such correlation in the nonresponders.
In both groups, there are no significant correlations between the MPRF activity and the two mood variables (tranquility and sociability) that had significant opioid withdrawal-induced effects (data not shown as figures).
Discussion
In a cohort of healthy subjects, we have demonstrated thermal hyperalgesia without a peripheral injury model induced by acute opioid withdrawal. This was accompanied by a reduction in tranquility and sociability and a relative increased activity in the MPRF. This is the same area in which Lee et al. (2008) observed increased activity in CS induced by capsaicin in healthy volunteers that was specific to the state of CS, as a perception-matched stimulus in the nonsensitized state failed to produce the same increased MPRF activity. We did not observe significant opioidinduced mechanical hyperalgesia, suggesting differences between models of CS induced by capsaicin and opioid withdrawal.
Our study provides the first clear evidence from humans that the brainstem MPRF plays a key role in the expression of hyperalgesia without peripheral injury induced by opioid withdrawal; i.e., an injury-free model of CS in humans.
A recent healthy volunteer study demonstrated also thermal hyperalgesia during opioid withdrawal in the absence of tissue injury (Jensen et al., 2009 ). In the absence of a control arm this hyperalgesia cannot be attributed conclusively to the effects of opioid withdrawal as it could also represent the effect of repeated thermal stimulation. Our study methodology includes a control arm. We have defined all "opioid-induced" effects after excluding effects of repeated thermal stimulation using this control arm. . The y-axis shows opioid effect on perceived thermal pain intensity and mood. The effect of opioid infusion for thermal pain intensity and mood ( X) were defined by (X during-infusion (opioid) Ϫ X preinfusion(opioid) ) Ϫ (X during infusion (saline) Ϫ X preinfusion (saline) ). The effect of opioid withdrawal for a thermal pain intensity and mood ( X) were defined by (X postinfusion (opioid) Ϫ X preinfusion (opioid) ) Ϫ (X postinfusion (saline) Ϫ X preinfusion (saline) ). Response of responders (black bars) and nonresponders (open bars) are shown. Withdrawal period is shown in the gray shaded area. Error bars indicate SEM. A significant opioid effect is shown as *p Ͻ 0.05, **p Ͻ 0.01. Between-group comparisons are shown where there is a significant opioid effect. (ns, Nonsignificant). Significant opioid-induced analgesia was observed in both groups (top row). However, there is no significant difference between the groups in the magnitude of these effects. Statistical tests for the effects of opioid withdrawal on thermal pain were not performed, as these effects were predetermined in the selection of responders and nonresponders. Significant opioidinducedincreasesinmentalandphysicalsedationwereobservedinbothgroups(bottomrow).There is no significant difference in the magnitude of these effects between the two groups. There are no significant opioid-induced effects on tranquility and sociability in both groups (middle row). The loss of tranquility induced by opioid withdrawal is significant only in responders. Both groups are significantly less sociable due to opioid withdrawal. There is no significant difference in the magnitude of these effects between the two groups. There is no significant effect of opioid withdrawal on mental and physical sedation in both groups.
Role of the MPRF in OIH
In responders, OIH showed a significant negative correlation with the opioid withdrawal-induced relative increase in activity of the MPRF (Fig. 6) . Neither of the opioid withdrawal-induced reductions in mood correlated with this relative increased MPRF activity. This suggests a lack of involvement of the MPRF in the opioid withdrawal-induced effects on mood.
The negative correlation of MPRF activity and pain perception in responders implies that, when increased during opioid withdrawal, the MPRF activity reflects a net descending inhibitory response to the hyperalgesia induced by opioid withdrawal. Such a relationship is absent in the nonresponders, indicating that this inhibitory effect is specific to the state of OIH that occurs in susceptible individuals.
MPRF contains nuclei, such as the nucleus cuneiformis. These nuclei are structurally and functionally similar to those in the rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM) with facilitatory "ON cells" and inhibitory "OFF cells" (Zemlan and Behbehani, 1988; Haws et al., 1989; Fields et al., 2006) . Therefore, such isolated increased MPRF activity would represent the activity of both groups of cells. Evidence from rodent studies indicate that descending inhibitory and facilitatory influences can be simultaneously engaged from nuclei in the RVM, with these influences being conveyed in different spinal funiculi (Zhuo and Gebhart, 1997; Pinto-Ribeiro et al., 2008) . Therefore, opioid withdrawalinduced increased MPRF activity in our study could represent increased activity in both groups of cells with the OFF cell activity predominating. Behaviorally, this OFF cell activity manifests as an inhibitory influence on the thermal hyperalgesia. However, we cannot ascertain the amount of activity of these cells without selectively inactivating specific ON and OFF cells in the MPRF. Ours is an fMRI study that measures the neuronal activity induced by opioid withdrawal in response to brief noxious stimuli. Therefore, based on our results we conclude that the brainstem nuclei within the MPRF are involved in regulating the expression OIH in the absence of tissue-injury.
Although it is possible that the MPRF is involved in the generation of the OIH, it is more likely that it is responding to the OIH generated by other sites in the CNS, including other supra spinal and spinal sites (Ossipov et al., 2005; Vera-Portocarrero et al., 2007; Drdla et al., 2009) .
There are opioid receptors in the peripheral nerves making it theoretically possible for the OIH to be induced peripherally. Although there is convincing evidence for peripherally induced opioid analgesia in humans (Kalso et al., 2002) , convincing evidence for peripherally induced opioid hyperalgesia is lacking. Indeed, absence of analgesic tolerance/hyperalgesia is considered one of the main advantages of peripheral opioid agonists (Stein et al., 2009) . Hyperalgesia induced via peripheral opioid receptors has mostly been demonstrated in the presence of inflammation/ injury (Aley et al., 1995) , yet others contradict these findings (Tokuyama et al., 1998) . Unlike the central opioid antagonists, the peripheral opioid antagonists when administered to humans receiving both acute and chronic opioid therapy failed to precipitate hyperalgesia (Wolff et al., 2004; Yuan and Israel, 2006) , suggesting that OIH in humans is centrally induced. Therefore, based on a wealth of evidence from preclinical studies, the hyperalgesia to the systemic opioid administration in our study is most likely due to central sensitization. Although we cannot conclusively identify the location of the causal generator of hyperalgesia, it is clear from the data presented that the MPRF regulates the Opioid infusion-induced effect on neuronal response ( X) was defined by (X during-infusion (opioid) Ϫ X preinfusion (opioid) ) Ϫ (X during-infusion (saline) Ϫ X preinfusion (saline) ). Opioid withdrawal-induced effect on neuronal response ( X) was defined by (X postinfusion (opioid) Ϫ X preinfusion(opioid) ) Ϫ (X postinfusion (saline) Ϫ X preinfusion(saline) ). Error bars indicate SEM. (*p Ͻ 0.05). The opioid withdrawal-induced neuronal response to thermal noxious stimulation in the MPRF is significantly higher in responders than in nonresponders. The effect of the opioid infusion on BOLD activity in the MPRF appears to increase in responders and decrease in nonresponders, but these effects are not statistically significant. expression of hyperalgesia in an opioid withdrawal-induced state of CS in the absence of tissue injury.
Individual susceptibility to hyperalgesia during opioid withdrawal in the absence of injury It is intriguing why only a subset of participants developed opioid withdrawal-induced hyperalgesia accompanied by increased activity in the MPRF, while others did not. It is possible that given a higher dose and for a longer duration all the subjects could have developed the phenomenon. Dose dependency of this phenomenon has been suggested by some authors (Angst and Clark, 2006) .
We used subjective pain scores of individual subjects to identify those subjects developing biologically significant OIH. Since pain scores were obtained after every stimulus (10 stimuli per block), we were able to perform statistical significance testing on the average score for each individual. Only subjects who have a positive and statistically significant score based on the formula (X postinfusion (opioid) Ϫ X preinfusion (opioid) ) Ͼ (X postinfusion (saline) Ϫ X preinfusion (saline) ), where X is the pain score, were considered to have developed hyperalgesia. This firmly removes the possibility of a false positive result from sensitization due to repeated thermal stimuli and accounts for baseline effects. In the absence of an agreement about what might be considered as biologically significant OIH based on subjective pain scores, we believe ours is a logical and conservative method avoiding the use of an arbitrary cutoff score.
The presence of such individual susceptibility also highlights the need for larger study cohorts to detect OIH in an injury-free model. This could well be one of the reasons why two other studies with a cohort of 10 subjects (Angst et al., 2003; Hood et al., 2003) failed to demonstrate OIH in the uninjured skin.
In our study, opioid withdrawal induced a relative increased activity in the MPRF only in the responders (Figs. 3,  4) . Interestingly, the mean MPRF activations are similarly reduced in both responders and nonresponders during the saline visit. The reduction remains in the nonresponders during opioid withdrawal, but the responders demonstrated an opposite increase (Fig. 5) . These data strongly suggest that the groups form distinct populations in terms of the role of the MPRF during opioid withdrawal.
Another clue to the presence of a true biological difference between the groups comes from the different activity pattern of the MPRF induced by the opioid infusion itself (Fig. 4) . Although statistically not significant, opioid infusion appears to induce a reduction in MPRF activity in the nonresponders but an increase in responders. This supports the notion that the response of the endogenous descending pain modulatory systems when exposed to an opioid is different (but not significantly so) in the two groups while experiencing similar degrees of behavioral analgesia (Fig. 2) .
Emerging evidence from preclinical studies suggest a role for genetics in opioid-induced hyperalgesia (Nackley et al., 2006) . Interestingly, hyperalgesia in the study by Jensen et al. (2009) , which could be partly due to opioid withdrawal, was influenced by the common functional polymorphism (val 158 met) of the COMT (catechol-O-methyltransferase) gene. Those subjects with the met/met polymorphism reported the highest pain intensity ratings, while subjects with the val/val polymorphism reported the lowest pain intensity ratings during the opioid withdrawal period. These observations support our finding of the presence of OIH only in a subset of participants where we used subjective pain scores of individual subjects to identify those developing biologically significant OIH.
Conclusion
In a cohort of susceptible healthy volunteers we have demonstrated OIH in an injury-free model of CS accompanied by a relative increased MPRF activity; an area previously shown to be a marker of CS states in healthy humans. The negative correlation between opioid withdrawal-induced MPRF activity and hyperalgesia suggest that the MPRF exerts an overall inhibitory effect regulating the expression of OIH; so, a lack of inhibition from the MPRF during withdrawal may exacerbate the hyperalgesia in the susceptible. This is in keeping with the observation of abnormal descending inhibition in patients with FPS. Our study also highlights that there are differences in the susceptibility to the development of OIH along with differences in behavior of the MPRF. Further investigation of this phenomenon would help us to detect those at risk of developing OIH and chronic pain states, which is key to implementing suitable preventative strategies. . Correlation of opioid withdrawal-induced effects. This graph shows the correlation of the opioid withdrawal-induced effects on MPRF activity and pain in responders (red) and nonresponders (blue). A significant negative correlation (r ϭ 0.61; p ϭ 0.03) is observed only in responders. The opioid withdrawal-induced effects on MPRF neuronal response (percentage BOLD signal change) and pain intensity to thermal noxious stimulation ( X) were defined by (X postinfusion (opioid) Ϫ X preinfusion(opioid) ) Ϫ (X postinfusion (saline) Ϫ X preinfusion(saline) ).
